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Specialized Women’s Prime-Series 
Thermal Jersey, $150
Winter layering is a challenge. I always want to put 
on the thickest, fuzziest layer I can find, but then 
I’m stripping down five minutes into pedaling and 
have to tie a bulky jacket around my waist for the 
rest of the ride. Specialized’s Prime-Series Thermal 
Jersey helps me do a better job of layering for cool-
weather riding. Made from Polartec Powergrid — 
known for its warmth, breathability, and moisture 
wicking — the four-way stretch Thermal Jersey is 
so thin and light it’s see-through but still cozy and 
warm. The fabric has a grid pattern with a sweat-
absorbing layer next to the skin and a moisture-
dispersing layer on the outside. There’s no bulk to 
this sub-six-ounce jersey. It packed down as small 
as an ultralight summer long sleeve. But when I 
put it on, I was immediately warm in the same 
way I am wearing a thicker and heavier layer. The 
inside has a brushed, fleecy feel. From mid-biceps 
to wrist, the fabric is wind resistant and slippery, so 
this jersey slid easily under a wind shell, rain shell, 
or insulated jacket. It’s one of the most versatile 
pieces of clothing I own. The Prime-Series Thermal 
Jersey is cut super slim: I often wear a medium and 
occasionally a large, but this top was road jersey–
snug on me in a women’s large.  –BB

GEARED UP

by Berne Broudy and Dan Meyer

Kakookies Snack Cookies, $24/dozen
Founder Sue Kakuk came up with the idea for Kakookies while her daughter 
was on the cycling team at the University of Vermont and needed healthy, 
tasty snacks. Kakookies are made with real-food ingredients and come in 
gluten-free, vegan, and nut-free iterations. Flavors include Boundary Waters 
Blueberry, Dark Chocolate Cranberry, and (my favorite) Cashew Blondie. 
They’re soft and chewy and taste about as close to a fresh-baked cookie as 
you’re going to find in an individually wrapped package, which is to say 
they’re pretty darn good. 

In terms of riding fuel, they’re slightly less calorie dense than my go-to 
Clif Bars, and they have less sugars and carbohydrates but more fat. I’m no 
sports nutritionist, but the Kakookies sated and energized me just as much 
as my usual snacks, with the advantage that it felt like I was eating real food. 
If there’s a downside to the cookies, it’s that they can break apart inside the 
package if they’re shaken, like if you have them in a framebag while riding a 
bumpy trail (ask me how I know). Luckily, cookie bits are just as tasty.  –DM
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Bivo One Stainless Steel Bottle, $39
I try to be vigilant, but eventually all my plastic bike bottles get spots 
of mold inside. And because I use drink mix, my bottles retain hints of 
whatever weird flavors I used this season, even when I run them through the 
dishwasher. As a result, they usually don’t last more than a season before they 
get replaced. Now that I have a Bivo, I won’t be using plastic bottles anymore. 
This high-flow, stainless-steel bottle is made specifically for cyclists. Because 
it’s food-grade stainless steel, it doesn’t get moldy and stinky like plastic. Even 
when I forgot a full bottle of pineapple Scratch in the garage for a week, it 
washed out clean. I’ve tried other stainless bottles, and they either rattled 
in my cage or just fell out. This one, which was designed by a former NASA 
engineer, uses a thin layer of silicone on the outside to prevent cage rattle. 
Bivo claims that the bottle will fit in any standard bottle cage. I’ve tried it in 
half a dozen different metal and carbon cages, and so far, the Bivo fit snugly 
but was also easy to remove for drinking while pedaling. Unlike plastic 
bottles, which I squeeze to get a drink, this bottle pours water through an 
internal straw attached to a food-grade silicone mouthpiece. I was skeptical, 
but the flow is superb, and I was able to fully drain the bottle. Bivo includes a 
pipe-cleaner style straw cleaner with every bottle, as well as low-profile bottle 
cage screws. It’s also okay to put the straw and the bottle in the dishwasher. 
With the mouthpiece pushed in, the bottle didn’t leak.  –BB

7Mesh Thunder Pant, $300
I’ve always hated wearing rain pants. Until I tried 7Mesh’s Thunder Pant, that is. 
There are other rain pants made for cyclists, but none as well designed as these. 
Made from two versions of Gore-Tex Pro — one that’s super durable one that’s 
super breathable — they’re tough enough to handle years of touring. 7Mesh 
nailed the cut with articulated knees, a high back, and space in the butt so that 
when I was sitting on the bike with my hands on the bars, the pant had room 
without being baggy. The fabric had minimal stretch, but that was okay. The cut 
made the Thunder Pant magically unrestrictive. Its tapered legs end in trim-
to-fit cuffs long enough to cover my shoes so water ran off the pants instead of 
pooling. And a knee-to-ankle zip plus Velcro at the ankle let me get these on and 
off without taking my shoes off. The Thunder Pant fit muscular quads and calves. 
The waist adjusts with quick-release buckles on each hip. I learned I could leave 
the waist loose and still keep them up. Even with bibs and shorts underneath, 
they were comfortable. I wore the breathable Thunder Pant in light rain and cool 
temperatures. They kept me pleasantly dry through a full deluge and provided 
a welcome heat-retaining and wind-busting layer on cold mornings. With other 
rain pants, I feel like I’m wearing a plastic bag. The Thunder Pant just felt like 
a great pair of waterproof duds. Since I discovered them, I bring them on every 
tour. Available in women’s and men’s.  –BB
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